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About This Content

“Humanity’s destiny is in the stars.” - Secretary General Mathews, United Earth Government

Experience the early days of the Terran Alliance and lead humanity’s first steps out into the galaxy. Destiny might be calling, but
you are not alone and will soon discover that not every race is welcoming. Your choices will guide your people’s future as you

face down new and unexpected threats, build your empire, and explore the furthest corners of space.

Features:

 New prequel story campaign - Learn how the Terran Alliance was founded and what challenges humanity faced as they
fought to form it

 Face down new threats - Encounter the Stellar Guild and the deadly Xendar Menace

 Play as a new faction - Enjoy the benefits of a new trait that boosts experience gained from ship battles with the United
Earth faction, led by new leader Secretary General Mathews
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Title: Galactic Civilizations III - Rise of the Terrans DLC
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Galactic Civilizations
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.x / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo / AMD K10 Dual-Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 10.1 Video Card (AMD Radeon HD5x00 Series / Nvidia GeForce 500 Series / Intel HD 4000 or
later)

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English,French,Russian,German
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As of writing this review, acts 1 and 2 are available.

AR-K is a point and click adventure game starring Alicia, a young journalism student living on a space station. She was barred
from her dream career as a police officer after being framed for a crime that she barely even understands, and when she finally
decides to move on with her life, the past rears its ugly head again. So she's on a mission to figure out what's going on, clear her
name and hopefully pass a class taught by a professor who hates her. Just another day in the life of a college student.

This is very much a point-and-click in the classic style, with dialogue and inventory puzzles. There's no combat, and your
character can't die.

I wouldn't call it a comedy game, but there are a lot of jokes here, and thankfully most of them hold up. Not a huge fan of the
whole "Alicia hates the ex-girlfriend of a guy she doesn't even like that much with an unholy passion" angle, but otherwise I did
find myself smiling a lot throughout. The addition of the fourth-wall-breaking narrator in the second act was a bit jarring at
first, but I really enjoyed the interplay between the two as the game continued. Most of the characters are silly archetypes of the
various characters you'd expect to see in a college-themed story, but with a bit of a sci-fi twist to them. The game is fully voiced
and the voice acting ranges from "fine" to "excellent".

I've encountered a few bugs so far, but the developer has been excellent about working to address the problems that I've had so I
expect that on that front the game will only improve.. The artbook includes 50 pages of high quality artwork from the game. It
comes in .pdf format with a file size of 274 MB.

The soundtrack includes the 62 tracks used in the game with a file size of 411 MB. All tracks are mp3 with a bitrate of 320
kbps.

The Steam download size is 666.8 MB. You can find both the soundtrack and artbook inside the game's install folder.. With
Sin's slightly lacking amount of diversity, a little DLC pack like this can really make the game seem a little more flavorful,
though I only reccomend buying it during a sale.. Yay, this game is so exciting! I love just about everything about it ^^ My
favourite part is the music and the upside down world, which sometimes make it like 2 games in one! The bosses are quite hard
to beat, but with some practice it works. Recommend it to everyone :). Very polished VR game. The graphics are great, the
sounds are good, and the voice acting is decent. I love the fact that the combat isnt a wiggle-sword game (The harder you swing
the harder you hit) Even though the game would lock up during the loading screens (first day launch problems) i still found
myself just dealing with it and restarting the game to play more. I wish there was more cooking and blacksmithing though. I
found myself holding on to all of my gold and iron bars with hopes of being able to forge a sword later on in the game.The game
is very short though. Im kind-of a completionist and it took me just over 4 hours to beat the whole campaign. The end boss was
also more of a pain to fight than fun. I really hope they add more content into this game because it has potential! As it is now, I
would definitely recommend this game.. Face Noir is one of the funniest adventure game I played in awhile. The games
atmosphere itself is calm and the soundtrack is great.. A very beautiful game. I love the story and the ease of play. I just do not
like some of the names for objects. I had no idea what a Bellows was.... https://youtu.be/BVPTrLl3FYA

Take on the role of a cute propeller robot with a tractor beam lost inside a cave system that has more secrets under the surface.
Solve a variety of puzzles while learning more about what is really going on.

The overall puzzle design lands on the simple side and can be solved quickly with a little trial and error. Most puzzles are unique
which is a boon for variety but also prevents the game from creating puzzles to build on player knowledge gained from previous
ones.. is a good sniper rifle
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A++ one of the very best party games on Steam.

I'm mainly writing this review because I saw the rating was only "Positive". Only POSITIVE?!

THIS GAME is some of the most fun you can have with a group of 3-8 people and it's very easy to explain to others.

The one downside is if you're playing it online, you have to screenshare or stream it.

Drawful 2 is a phenomenally fun time and I highly recommend playing it. All the games I've had with many different people
have been hilarious and awesome.. Cute little ambient exploratory game. I unfortunately have the knack of finding the way back
to the moon almost instantly, so I've yet to fully explore the game and meet (the apparently existing!) locals and interact with
them.

Not Nifflas levels of awesome, but still quite enjoyable.. now this was a good visual novel. i think it really hit the spot on the
stories. 2 very important ones that a lot of people have been through. there are a lot of people who can relate with bullies or
someone treating you like a sex object and not care for you. i think they did a great job on this one.

my time spent is completing every option and seeing both sides of the coins.. nice game and rly interactive. Free...Simple
game...yet somehow leave a mark in my heart. The game is quite nice to look at and is fairly fun to play as a rather short and
very casual game. It's definitely geared toward kids and if there were no combat it would be perfect for extremely sheltered
young'uns -- though maddeningly twee and boring for adults. Without combat it would be mind-numbingly dull.

Combat is very simple, you choose your weapon and click on the enemy and it auto-fights for you. It has a very basic skill tree
where you are able to choose if you want to put xp points into weapons, or into passive skills or into other benefits.

There is no voice acting, but there's reams of reading between conversations you have with other characters and in books you
find. If there had been voice acting I would either have been telling the screen to shut-up or skipped all dialogue options about
half way through, so no voice is a positive rather than a complaint.

There are a number of different puzzles you have to solve to advance, and if you play a lot of puzzle games you would probably
find them easy. If you don't, then a couple of them will be frustratingly difficult. Kids will probably need help with several of
them.

Most of your time in the game is spent looking for plants to pick and objects to pick up, many of the latter are hidden under or
behind furniture which you are able to drag out of the way. You can craft simple potions and a few weapons once you find or
buy 'blueprints', as well as being able to buy what you need from several vendors. Overall, the game is a really good training
RPG.

I have one big complaint about the game though, enough of one that I can't recommend it. The game makers want to share their
love of God with you. One of the hidden books you find in the middle of the game, if you are a diligent searcher, has the entire
Old Testament in it with the disclaimer that you aren't expected to read it if you don't want to but the Devs need to share their
belief. After that, the amount of times your character is told to pray because of danger is infuriating. When I buy a game,
especially a fantasy game, I am not paying for the Devs to evangelize at me.
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